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[Fe] XEEYBQQBJWHFJM-UHFFFAOYSA-N 0.000 Claims Description 6 2390000011514 Iron Material 0.000 Claims Description 6 229910052742 Iron Weapon Material 0.000 0 Claims Description 6 239 million00010438 Granite Material 0.000 Claims Description 5 23.8 Billion7906 Compression Method 0.000 Claims Description 4 20601049979 Ana's Airtatom Complications [0.000] [0.000] .000] [0.000] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [ 1] [1]
[1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1 Drawing Method 0.000 Description 7 239 billion3570 Air Material 0.000 Description 6 230000029058 Respiratory Gas Exchange Effect 0.0.000029058 000 Description 4 2.1 billion4072 Lung Anatomy 0.000 Description 3 23.9 Billion000779 Smoke Material 0.000 Description 3 23.8 Billion9987 Rotation Method 0.00 Description 3 21000003800 Pharynx Anatomy 0.000 Description 2 230000001133 Acceleration Effect 0.000 Description 2
23800009825 Cumulative Method 0.000 Description 2 2 230 billion000694 Effect Effect 0.000 Description 2 2 2 2 3800002474 Experimental Method 0.000 Description 223.8 Billion00000034 Method Method 0.0 000 Description 2 238 billion00000926 Separation Method 0.000 Description 2 21 billion Air Cyst 0.000 Description 1 280000409857 Coaxial Cable Company 0.000 Description 1 21 billion0000188 Diaphragm Anatomy 0.000 Description 1 21000003128 Head Anatomy 0.000 Description 1 210000001331
Nose Anatomy 0.000 Description 1 21 0.0000004560 Pinealland Anatomy 0.000 Description 1 23.9 billion4698 Politi Pennetti PE .000 Description 1 280000604102 Princeton University Company 0.000 Description 1 210000002784 Upper Anatomy 0.000 Description 1 229910052782 Aluminum Inorganic Material 0.000 Description 1 XAGFODPZIBFFR-UHFFFAYA [R] XAGFODPZIPBFFR-UHFFFAOYSA-N 0.000 Description 1 1250000044429 Atomic Chemical Group 0.000 Description 1 238000007664 Blow
Method 1 0..0.000 Description 1 230000002153 Cooperation Effect 0.000 Description 1 238000010276 Construction Method 0.000 Description 1 230000000 000875 Corresponding Effect 0.000 Description 1 229910003460 Diamond Weapon Material 0.000 Description 1 239000010432 Diamond Material 0.000 Description 1 229910 052734 Helyu m Inorganic Material 0.000 Description 1 2390000001307 Helium Material 0.000 Description 1 SWQJXJOGLNCZEY-UHFFFAOYSA-N Helium (0) Chemical
Compound [Him] SWQJXJOGLNCZEY-UHFFFAOYSA-N 0.000 Description 1 238000004519 Manufacturing Process Method 0.000 Description 1 2390000003550 Marker Material 0.000 Description 0.000 Description 1 230000003924 Psychiatry Effect 0.000 Description 1 239000003921 Oil Material 0.000 Description 1 239000000245 Particulate Matter 0.000 Description 1 23 00000035699 Transmission Effect 0.000 Description 1 2380000001228 Spectral Method 0.000 Description 1 230000032258 Transfer
Effect 0.00 0 Description 1 20100 Tuberculosis Disease 0.000 Description 1 239000011901 Water Substance 0.000 Description 1 238000005303 Weighing Method 0.000 Description 1 B- Performing Tasks; B64-aircraft transport; Aviation; Cosmetics B64G—Cosmopolitans; Vehicle or Equipment B64G1/00-Space Vehicle B64G1/22-Parts or Equipment Specially Tuned for Mounting on Space Vehicle B64G1/409-Propulsion System B64G1/40 9- A brief summary of the chopo present invention of the nonunconventional spacecraft propulsion system A pulse gravity of the proximity of the present invention is a system for teleporting a human through hyperspace from one location to another using a pulsed gravitational wave passing through the hyperspace. The basis of the present invention is an event that refers to The 1 occurred on May 2, 2004, the inventor (he) experienced a full-body momentary movement while walking to the bus stop (A) along the road (B) that runs perpendicular to the nearby commercial
airport runway where the plane lands. In the middle of the bus stop there is a wide iron grid (D) for water drainage to cross the road. The grid width is that you have to have a joint force to jump across it in order to move from one side to the other. About 50 metres from the iron bar, he (E) felt a vertical wave (F) similar to a flag waving in a breeze, and he traveled the streets towards the bus stop. The wave speed was about 1 meter per second, which was slightly faster than the walking speed. As an example, he
(G) went down a street near the corner of the next block. Realizing he had passed through the bus stop, he turned around and saw a grid of iron plates about 50 metres high on the back road. With no memory of jumping across the iron man or passing through the yellow marker line at the bus stop, he realized he had moment-shifted a distance of 100 metres as he traveled with the travelling waves. It was clear that the waves pulsed because the front seat had overtaken the inventor, moved with him for a while,
and left him with the back edge of the wave moving down the road. While contemplating this series of events, he then saw. And in a range of a few seconds, the twin turboprop plane (C) was seen at a distance crossing over the road as it made a shallow descent to land at the airport. It took me a few days to understand this series of events. The explanations include knowledge of a variety of topics such as gravitational physics, hyperspace physics, wormhole electromagnetic theory and experimentation, quantum
physics, and characteristics of the field of human energy. In the scenario above, it is clear that the plane momentarily traverses perpendicular to the road, generating the above-described pulses. Because the plane has engines on each wing, the two propellers are rotating out of phase with each other. This means that the blade of one propeller can point up, and the equivalent blade of the other engine can point in a slightly different direction. The blade tip traces the spiral as the plane lands. In gravitational
physics, which refers to 2 in gravitational physics, the two mass mass of the mass m1 and m2 (A, B) attached by the lever arm slightly offset by the angle δσ along the radial direction for the axis of rotation (C) is known to generate a gravitational wave (D) to move perpendicular to the shaft. Mass and waves are called sources and receptors, respectively. Referring to the side view along the shaft 3, the product of the mass m times is constant so that the angle acceleration am1 is the same as m2a 2. The
distance between masses is length L, which makes the angle θ with the horizontal axis. The difference in travel time to the receptor is the difference between the same phase δσ as each speed ω of the rotating shaft time l times L time angle θσ = ωL cos (θ) in the receptor, the amplitude of the wave is the speed difference that can be the same as the mass belly receptor A = m 1 1r  δ ≈σθ (m  ω   L   sin  Gravitational waves generated by    l   course  (θ) = m   ω 2  L 2  sin (θ) = m  2 L 2   (2 θ r) are small and
undetected. The problem is that the gravitational spectroser G in this dimension has the same Ω small value as the linear mass Ω squared light speed of cosmic G =c2 /   0) 2 1.346812891 · 10 27   kg / m = 6.673200002 · On the other hand, at 10-11   m 3kg   s2, the linear mass is so small that the gravitational waves traveling to the hyperspace will be enormously enlarged. In hyperspace, the size of the gravitational constant In the following way. In the early 20th century, a man's parents were dying of
tuberculosis. With their permission, he placed them and the bed on the weighing scales. When each scale died, each scale registered the same mass drop as 0.071 kilograms. This is the mass of hyperspace energy that resides in the body. Hyperspace is dimensional and dynamic, so energy penetrates the body and controls movement. Referring to Figure 4, humans have seven vortices (G through A) that align along the center line of the body. Each vortex is actually a pendulum-generating co-gravity field K
placed on a field where the circle rotates in a circle. For this reason, the K field has a reverse second unit similar to the angular speed. The vortex transports energy from our dimensions to the energy located in the hyperspace. Gravitational field g and co-gravitational field K are gravitationally equivalent to magnetic B fields found in electric E-fields and electromagnetics. Gravitational solution corresponding to the electromagnetic problem can be obtained by replacing the following gravitational constant for the
electromagnetic constant electromagnetic gravity q (charge) m (mass) θ (volume charge density) θ (mass charge density) σ (surface charge density) σ σ (surface mass charge density) θ (line mass density) (J). (mass current density) E (electric field) g (gravitational field) B (magnetic field) K (co-gravitational field) θ0 (perssicable of space) -1/4πG μ0 (transmission of space) -4πG/ c21-/4πσ0 or -μ0 c2/4π G (gravity constant) reference 5. Each vortex is connected by an optical cord to a pineal line, which is well
connected to a separate hyperspace quantum with its own frequency and dimensions. The reason for this separation is that the cone-type spiritual eye attached to Vortex B must have its own energy structure, different from the vortex (A) connected to the quantum energy field where the mental process is developed. Because of the high speed of light in our dimensions, quantum wells are the right size for molecules and atoms. In hyperspace, where the speed of light is 1 meter per second, quantum wells can be
huge and manipulated. This manipulation showed that quantum wells are in the shape of cubes for meters on the side. This makes the height of the entire structure about 7 meters for a volume of 7 cubic meters. Therefore, the mass density of the hyperspace is about the same value per unit area   .071 kg 7   m 3 = .01   kg m 3. Therefore, hyperspace gravitational life is Gh =c=c 2 Ω h =(1  ms) 2.01   kg / m = 100   m 3 kg   s 2 giant Therefore, Gh G = 100 6.6732 · 10 - 11 ≈ 1.5 · The 10 to 12 question is how this
amplified gravitational wave generated by rotating propellers and turbines will enter hyperspace in our dimensions. The answer comes from experiments conducted using an ancient Chinese form of breathing known as Chi Kung. Using this breathing technique, we were able to impose the human body through 6 feet in the air. The internal temperature of the stomach is about 200 degrees Fahrenheit. At the same time, by squeezing the cataclysm to draw hot air through the lungs and breathe through the nose to
lower the cold air, a swirl rotates in the lung passage when these two air mass encounter and twist each other, as depicted in the famous Yin and Yang diagram. The lungs have a spectrum of rotational frequencies, since they have a large diameter of the throat and a variable diameter passage to the last small air sac. From quantum physics, when temperature fluctuations occur between groups of harmonic oscillators in the environment, planck reduction is known to be increased by a certain amount of
cotangent, where the oscillator's ω frequency can be divided    . Referring to Figure 6, it can be seen in the tetrahedron diagram. Currently over 4000, this diagram plots the natural loganes of mass on the natural and vertical axes of the wavelengths of the horizontal axis. In terms of mathematics, it is a subspace logic acid manifold that projects physics constants geometrically into our 4D space-time dimensions. That is, the geography of tetrahedron, which is an example by a sphere that determines the mass of
protons and electrons. The mass of electron time is equal to the mass of its wavelength, which in turn is the same as the constant h of planck divided by the speed of light c m e  θ e = m p  θ p = h c natural loganette. Hm of the equation shows that the mass plus wavelength is the same as the basic constant ln  (m e) + ln  (θ e) = ln  (h c) = - 95.91546344. 6 to 45 degrees line (a) represents the horizontal axis (a) of the horizontal axis as a horizontal axis (b). Electrons are located at the intersection point (c) of the
electron wavelength (B) with a line (A). Electron wavelength (B) reflects the sphere (D) at the point (d) and (e) returns along the line (C) to the electron mass. As shown in the tetrahedron diagram tet0565 stored in the Library of Congress, the clockwise path of electrons is shifted counterc clockwise from protons representing electrons and electrons. One and the same particles. Electrons and protons have the same bill, but with opposite symbols, because they travel in opposite directions along the path. Our
dimensions are shown as plank boxes (E) bounded by planck mass and planck wavelengths. Planck mass is like the linear mass of the space age, the planck length, which is the bottom limit of our dimensions. The planck wavelength is 2π times the length of the planck. The former is within the Plank box. Referring to Figure 7, when the constant of planck increases due to temperature fluctuations between harmonic oscillators, the 45-degree substrate line (A) moves to the left on the tetrahedron diagram as
shown in the line (F). Due to the increase in base constants, there is an increase corresponding to the increase in electron mass and wavelength. The electrons move from point (c) to point (f) placed on the edge of the planck box (F), the boundary between space and hyperspace. At the point (f), electrons are essentially no longer in our dimensions. Using Figure 8, imagine a box (A) filled with nine electron oscillators (B). If planck's constant increases near the three oscillators in the middle, these electrons remain
this dimension. This will cause six oscillators to remain, as shown in the box (C). However, the box (C) is the same as the box (D) with three negative mass oscillators and still has nine positive mass oscillators. Therefore, there is an accumulation of negative energy (--θ) when information is lost in the environment to another dimension. In the aforementioned example, negative energy accumulates and a wormhole is generated by hyperspace. Hyperspace has a low energy density because it reduces the speed
of light in that dimension. In general, energy will not flow from hyperspace to space because space has a higher potential than the potential of hyperspace. This, of course, is why the vortex of the body can shed energy into the human energy field in hyperspace. By generating negative energy, the potential is reversed, such as low-density hyperspace energy flowing into our dimensions, as seen by positive head PE=σ hyperspace-(−θspace)=+2σ, allowing humans to float upwards like helium balloons validated by
chikung breathing and rotating on a power platform known as Chakra Voratler. The latter device resulted in the first mechanical means of generating gravity protection. The process of creating a revolving column It's the same one found in the hot air vortices generated by jet planes landing at the airport near the road where the telegraph teleport occurred. The turbine engine rotates the hot vortex into relatively cold air, while generating large vortices on top of the wings of the plane. These conditions create a
wormhole between space and hyperspace. A twin turboprop plane lands behind the jet, causing gravitational waves in the area where the wormhole was formed. Gravitational waves pass through wormholes in hyperspace, amplified by linear mass and changes in light velocity. Because propeller blades are road and co-linear, gravitational waves move in a direction along the road where the inventor met. Cavitation airfost experiments (see patent-pending reference petroleum hyperspace energy generators) in
the experiment, it was found that it is possible to generate a wormhole when the surface of the airfoak collapses asymmetrically. The symmetrical decay of spherical bubbles generates tremendous space-time curvature distortion. Asymmetric decay uses magnetic fields to distort decay, generating the same severe space-time distortion, negative energy, as well as bubble collapse. Wormholes generated by some general relativity considerations start rotating in a similar way to beacon lights generated by
lighthouses. Referring to 9, due to the front helical motion (A) of the propeller (B) the plane crossing the road, the pulsed gravitational wave (C) is tilted backwards to the angle (D). Due to wormholes generated by the presence of thermal vorticity fluctuations generated by the plane's wings and turbines, these distorted waves are highly magnified and moved into hyper-space, which is detected by the inventor. Referring to the upper view 10, gravitational waves (A) cause compression and expansion of the
hyperspace quantum well (B) that constitutes human energy. Due to this asymmetric distortion in the xy-plane, quantum wells do the body in one dimension, with wave pulses moving with the human energy field. When the rear edge of the gravitational wave passes through the quantum well, the body is brought back to the dimension. A summary of the present invention is the object of the present invention to generate a pulsed gravitational wave passing through the hyperspace asymmetrically compressing and
expanding the quantum wells of human energy to teleport humans from one location to another. This space-time curvature distortion of hyperspace quantum wells pulls the physical body out of the dimensions at which humans telespatial with waves. As pulse waves pass through quantum wells, humans return to the dimensions. Some distant locations. The present invention requires a device for generating a gravitational wave that can be inserted through (1) a device, (2) a wormhole to generate a wormhole
between the space and the hyperspace. The magnetic vortex wormhole generator referring to 11 has already been developed to generate a wormhole between the space and the hyperspace as described in the previous patent application magnetic vortex wormhole generator.. Using this generator, smoke blown through one side of the coil did not appear on the other side of the cylindrical coil. Smoke flows through the wormhole and appears as a hyperspace co-dimensional. This experiment was the result of the
first contact with a gray alien android that we said you blew smoke into the hyperspace during a remote viewing session. The wormhole generator consists of two concentic cylindrical coils (A,B) consisting of a thin transformer iron laminate consisting of a thin transformer iron laminate with a radius greater than the other radius, while one continuous wire driven by sinusivity current is wrapped in the opposite direction. Sollenoydal coils generate magnetic fields through laminates. Since the current flows in different
directions in two winding winding directions, buckling electric field (C) is generated along the center line of the generator. According to calculations using Einstein's theory of general relativity, these radiant offset magnetic fields and buckling electric fields generate both space-time curvature and negative energy, surging hugely in a small radius along the centerline where wormholes are formed. The gravitational wave generator is then combined with this wormhole generator. Referring to Fig. 12, it is known to
generate a curvature stress (C) during over-flowering in the plane of the waveguard by injecting the electron wave (A) from gravitational edification into the hollow torridal waveguard (B). The end of the arrow represents compression, and the tail of the arrow represents the expansion or stretch of space-time. The reason for this space-time curvature is that the wave tube moves around in a circle. Space-time must compensate for the stresses generated by this toroid by creating an over-active stress line on the
inner plane of the toroid so that the overall space-time curvature is 0. For a larger gravitational effect, three toroidal waveguards, a step 120 degrees apart, are used to seal curvature. Referring to Figure 13, the three toroids generate a rotational, torsional, vertical propagation gravitational field (A) through the center line of the toroid, when the period of the electron wave is twice the gravitational wave. This phase relationship is adjusted by selecting the correct radius for the frequency of the solid wave. To use it
effectively Parr refers to 14, step 3 toroydal waveguard (A, B), each mounted on top of two identical rectangular granite obelisks (C, D). The two obelisks are offset by a short distance between the two. As vertical gravitational waves rotate along the vertical axis inside the obelisk, the edges of the rectangular obelisk compress and expand, moving the two cylindrical asymmetric gravitational waves to the outside. Referring to Figure 15, the waves meet to form an airplane gravitational wave (A) traveling along the
center line between the two obelisks. Systemic teleporting system referring to 16 consists of twin granite obelisks (A, B) mounted near the top of each toroydal waveguard (C, D) to generate a pulsed gravitational wave (E, F) running the length of the obelisk. Granite stones undergo very small asymmetric compression and expansion because gravitational waves rotate inside the obelisk. A cylindrical gravitational wave is propagated from each obelisk, generating an airplane gravitational wave along the center line
between the two. These waves enter the wormhole (H) generated by the magnetic vortex generator located close to and parallel to the obelisk. Waves are amplified by a coefficient of nearly 10 to 13 when entering hyperspace co-dimensions. A brief description of the drawing illustration. 1. Perspective view of the site where the full body remote movement occurred. 2. A perspective view of the gravitational wave generator. 3. Planar view of the gravitational wave generator. 4. A perspective view of the seven
whirlpools of human energy. 5. View the perspective of the seven large quantum wells of human energy. 6. Tetrahedron diagram showing planck's constants and electrons. 7. Tetra hedron diagram showing electrons moving in dimensions. 8. A perspective view that shows the production of negative energy. 9. A perspective view of the distorted gravitational waves generated by the propeller. 10. A flat view of a crooked quantum well deformed by gravitational waves. 11. Perspective view of magnetic vortex
wormhole generator. 12. Perspective view of exaggerated lines of stress generated by toroid papa guide. 13. Perspective view of gravitational waves generated by rotation, torsion, and toroydal wave waves. 14. The perspective of the Toroidal wave guide attached to the obelisk. 15. A perspective view of the gravitational waves generated by the obelisk. 16. Perspective view of magnetic vortex wormhole generator and obelisk gravitational wave generator. Detailed description of the present invention 1. The
obelisk is stoned from granite stone and cut into mass-diameter diamond saws used in highway construction. The bevel pieces at the top are cut separately and cemented into place. Tapered aluminum bracket Toroid in place. 2. The electronic device for the magnetic vortex generator is similar to the patent applicant magnetic vortex wormhole generator. 3. The electronics of the toroidal wave guide are familiar stubs and coaxial cables powered by amplifiers and pulse variable frequency generators. 1. A full-body
remote movement system consisting of pulsed gravitational wave generation propagated through a magnetic vortex wormhole generator; And the pulsed gravitational wave passes through the wormhole to generate a magnetic vortex generator and a wormhole entering the hyperspace, where the wave is enlarged enormously due to the low speed of light in that dimension. 2. The method of claim 1, is included in the step of generating a pulse gravitational wave: using two granite stone obelisks; Mount a
monochromatic wave tube on top of each obelisk to create rotational, torsional, and radio gravitational waves through the vertical axis of each obelisk. Each obelisk generates cylindrical compression and expansion to create an airplane gravitational wave that travels along the centerline between the two obelisks. 3. The method of claim 1 includes the step of generating the wormhole in a hyperspace: using two concencyal centrifugal cylindrical sollenoydal coils of different half-years connected by a single wire
wrapped in the opposite direction to a thin iron transformer laminate; Einstein's theory of general relativity creates an electric field buckling below the centerline of a vortex generator that generates time-time curvature distortion with negative energy. 4. Teleport system configuration: the generation of gravitational waves through hyperspaces that interact with human energy; And when a person interacts with pulsed gravitational waves through hyperspace to move back to our 4D space-time dimensions
momentarily from one location to another, the human energy and body are pulled from the dimension. Dimension.
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